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Abstract

The thesis investigates stock mispricing and its connection with behavioral finance concepts.

Various ways of measuring stock mispricing have been used in the literature, none of which is

definitive and commonly accepted. Some of the measures even include accounting variables, ef-

fectively providing a noisy measure of mispricing. Hence, we apply the framework in Shiller

(1980) to construct a new measure of ex-post mispricing (EPM). We adapt it to a real-time mis-

pricing measure (RTM) by introducing new methodology of computation. Then both measures

are tested if they move together with investor sentiment proxied by Baker and Wurgler (2006)’s

index. The concept behind the link is based on studies that have shown that behavioral biases such

as overconfidence sometimes cause divergence of opinion between market participants about the

future dividend growth of companies. This extreme sentiment increases arbitrage risk and drives

prices away from fundamental values.

We have found that both the ex-post and the real-time mispricing measure for our market

proxy have statistically significant positive correlation with the investor sentiment index. For

the whole period between July 1965 and September 2015 the former had a correlation of 12.5%

while the latter had almost 46%. This supports the idea of a connection between the concepts

of mispricing and sentiment. EPM and RTM also show strong positive correlation between each

other and with the Cyclically Adjusted Price-Earnings Ratio of the S&P 500.

The development of the real-time mispricing measure solves some issue with EPM and en-

ables us to test for return predictability. We construct a set of trading strategies based on trading

the most overpriced and underpriced stocks according to their RTM measure. Results indicate

outperformance of the undervalued companies over the aggregate market and underperformance

of the overvalued. The underpricing portfolio provides better excess market-risk adjusted re-

turns which are between 2.5% and 6.4% annually. However, after controlling for size and value

premium based on the Fama-French three-factor model, abnormal returns disappear or become

insignificant. This is because the underpricing portfolio is tilted toward small and value stocks

while the overvalued portfolio on average includes more growth stocks.
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1 Introduction

Stock markets experience periods of boom and bust. From the Great Depression to the Great Financial

Crisis, prices have surged and plummeted in short time periods aiming to find their true value. When

we look back, especially in the long-term, we see that maybe these huge fluctuations were not fully

reasonable and there was predominant fear or greed influencing the marginal investor. And while

traditional finance theory proposes that arbitrageurs keep the market rational, it is not unreasonable to

assume that they are affected by risk. The arbitrage risk that prices will remain irrational longer than

expected. Thus, extreme sentiment can cause investors to form biased expectation about the future,

sustain it and deter arbitrageurs from acting.

We find this idea particularly interesting as it implies stock mispricing and potentially a profitable

trading strategy. Therefore, we will first look for empirical evidence and elaboration on the concept in

the literature review of the topic. After establishing the connection between sentiment and mispricing,

we will present the methodology of our study and its goal. We aim to provide additional evidence and

help in analyzing the problem Is there a link between investor sentiment and stock mispricing?.

Our methodology, data and analysis are split in two, depending on the mispricing measure that we

use. First we develop a relative mispricing measure based on perfect foresight about the future, which

is to a large extent taken from the framework in Shiller (1980). The data that we use for analyzing

it spans between January 1926 and December 2016, containing S&P 500 index constituents with

at least 40 years of return data. We attempt to proxy the ex-post mispricing of S&P 500 over the

period by averaging the ex-post mispricing measures (EPM) of stocks with available data at each

month. EPM itself is calculated in a rather complex way, but simply it is the relation between the

sum of discounted future dividends and the real detrended price of a stock. The second mispricing

measure that we use is fully developed in our study, but using EPM as a basis. Namely, it is a real-time

mispricing measure (RTM) which is calculated based on lagged EPM with a shrinking horizon and by

using a rolling window of last 10 years of data. This explanation might sound confusing. Elaboration

on the methodology can be found in the respective section of the paper. The idea behind RTM is that

detrended prices are mean reverting over the medium-term. Data that we use in this section spans

between January 1955 and December 2016 and covers S&P 500 index constituents with at least 10
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years of return data.

In the analysis part for the two measures we look at their aggregate behavior, properties and their

relation to investor sentiment which is proxied by Baker and Wurgler (2006)’s index. Finally, we

attempt to take advantage of any potential mispricing and build a trading strategy based on RTM in

which we separate supposedly overpriced and underpriced stocks.

1.1 Assumptions and limitations

First, we acknowledge that the aggregate mispricing measure that we calculate for the sample might

not be reflecting the real mispricing of the market (S&P 500 in our study). This can be due to the

sample selection process that we apply. For EPM it introduces a look-ahead bias which induces a tilt

toward established companies (40 years of data minimum requirement). This makes the proxy not

being able to reflect companies that lasted less than 40 years. However, we assume that the S&P 500

proxy is adequate and do not examine the issue further. We will see in the methodology section that

this requirement is introduced because of the nature of the measure which supposedly produces better

results with longer data series.

Second, when building the real-time mispricing measure we had to make a lot of assumptions,

especially for the weighting applied in a part of its computation. Only a limited number of assumption

tests (i.e. running the code) were conducted due to the extremely long time it takes to compute the

measure. Ideally, we would have wanted to improve the measure by testing new assumptions but the

time and computing power at our disposal is very limited. Hence, we assume that the assumptions we

have described in the methodology section are the most suitable for building RTM.

Third, we have assumed equal weighting in the computation of both EPM and RTM and the

trading strategies considered. We acknowledge that this introduces a bias, effectively putting more

weight on small stocks and less on large compared to the more appropriate value-weighting method.

However, in order to simplify analysis we assume equal-weighting to be appropriate.

Fourth, we acknowledge that both EPM and RTM might not really reflect true mispricing, which

is in fact not measurable. Yet, we assume that the measures are valid and thus don’t compare them

with other mispricing measures in an attempt to prove their accuracy.
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Fifth, we assume no transaction costs when calculating returns from trading strategies and that

opening prices at one month are equal to the closing prices in the previous one. Hence, monthly

returns are used directly in calculations.
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2 Literature review

2.1 Stock mispricing

Stock mispricing occurs when stock prices do not reflect the fundamental value of the company. Ac-

cording to the efficient market hypothesis proposed by Malkiel and Fama (1970), security prices at

any point in time should fully reflect all available information. This strong capital market efficiency

is based on the sufficient conditions that there are no transaction costs, information is costless, in-

vestors are rational and agree on the implications of current information for the current price and

distributions of future prices. However, these conditions don’t have to be necessarily true for markets

to be efficient, but they are potential sources of inefficiency. Later, Fama (1991) reviews the market

efficiency literature and emphasizes the problem with information and transaction costs and the joint-

hypothesis problem in investigating market efficiency. The latter is more serious and hard to deal with

since efficiency has to be tested jointly with an equilibrium asset pricing model. This implies that any

anomalous evidence can be attributed to either market inefficiency or misspecification of the asset

pricing model.

Focusing on test for return predictability, Fama (1991) summarizes the work done by researchers

on the topic. French and Roll find that first-order autocorrelations of daily returns on the stocks of

large firms are positive (cited in Fama 1991). Fisher reports positive autocorrelations of short-horizon

returns on diversified portfolios, larger than for individual stocks and for small stocks portfolios,

evidence supported later by a more precise study by Lo and MacKinlay (cited in Fama 1991). On

long-horizon stock return predictability, papers by Shiller and Summers present models in which stock

prices take large slowly decaying swings away from fundamental values (cited in Fama 1991). These

and other studies suggest that there is strong negative autocorrelation in 2- to 10-year returns but Fama

(1991) concludes that the evidence has low statistical power and findings might be due to the Great

Depression period. Moreover, Fama and French point out that temporary swings in stock prices don’t

necessarily indicate irrational bubbles and are indistinguishable from rational time-varying expected

returns (cited in Fama 1991).

Since the efficient market hypothesis can’t be tested precisely and fundamental values are not
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observable we are not able to definitively measure stock mispricing. However, Shiller (1980) uses a

different approach to show that stock prices are too volatile to be completely rational. Or more pre-

cisely ’that the movements in stock price indexes could not realistically be attributed to any objective

new information, since movements in the price indexes seem to be ”too big” relative to actual subse-

quent events’ (Shiller, 1980, p. 421). First, Shiller computes the ex post rational price of the Standard

and Poor’s Composite Stock Price Index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average as the present dis-

counted value of the actual subsequent real dividends. Then he compares the real (p) with the ex post

rational prices (p*) visually (both detrended by dividing by a long-run exponential growth factor) and

shows the big swings in p compared to the smooth p*. Even though the efficient market hypothesis

doesn’t say p=p*, it can be described as asserting that pt = Et(p∗t ). The optimal forecast of p∗t is pt

and the forecast error ut = p∗t − pt must be uncorrelated with the forecast - the covariance between pt

and ut must be zero. Hence, var(p∗) = var(u) + var(p) and σ(p) 6 σ(p∗). Of course the model used

in the paper has some assumptions like constant expected real returns for the aggregate stock market

and terminal value of p∗t equal to the average detrended real price over the sample. Thus, the author

does not attempt to contradict the efficient market hypothesis, but proposes that if real stock prices are

too volatile then there may be a sort of real profit opportunity. Shiller (1980) also modifies the model

to allow real discount rates to vary without restriction through time. In this case the model becomes

untestable and there would always be a discount rate series which makes p∗ = p. Nevertheless, the

author tests whether the movements in the real discount rate that would be required aren’t larger than

we might have expected. He finds that the standard deviation of the real interest rate for the two data

sets used in the study has to be at least 4.36% and 7.36% - much larger than the movements in nomi-

nal interest rates over the sample period. Shiller (1980) concludes that stock price volatility over the

sample period appears to be five to thirteen times too high to be attributed to new information about

future real dividends. This is conditional on the uncertainty about future dividends being measured

as the sample standard deviation of real dividends around their long-run exponential growth path.

However, this may not be the case and this measure might understate the true uncertainty about future

dividends.

In a later study Campbell and Shiller (1988b) use a vector-autoregressive (VAR) framework with
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averaged earnings over a number of years as an information variable and show that stock returns

and dividend-price ratios are too volatile to be accounted for by news about future dividends. They

take the same concept as in Shiller (1980) but restate it in terms of dividend-price ratios to allow for

nonstationary dividends and prices, a simple form of time variation in real discount rates, take account

of earnings data and avoid comparisons of pt and p∗t estimated with a terminal condition. Further, they

argue that this excess volatility directly implies forecastability of infinite-period returns, hence excess

volatility and predictability of multiperiod returns are not two phenomena, but one.

A related paper Campbell and Shiller (1988a) uses the log dividend-price ratio in combination

with vector autoregression to express the ratio as the expected future dividend growth and expected

future discount rates and break down its movements into components attributable to each part. The au-

thors find that the log dividend-price ratio moves rationally with expected future growth in dividends

but measures used for short-term discount rates are not helpful in explaining stock price movements.

Hence, a substantial part of the log dividend-price variation is unexplained. There are some potential

problems with the approach used in this study. It relies in the accuracy of a first-order Taylor series

approximation which includes biases. Moreover, measures of discount rates are applicable under as-

sumptions that might be questioned and the processes driving log dividends, log prices and discount

rates might not be stable linear stochastic processes.

2.2 Heterogeneous beliefs and divergence of opinion

The review of the literature so far hints that there might exist a potential mispricing in the capital

markets. Even if investors are rational, limits to arbitrage could prevent them from taking advantage

of mispricing or arbitrage opportunities. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) argues that in reality arbitrage

is conducted by relatively few specialized investors managing outside resources, rather than millions

of little traders. Further, agency problems arise and capital is limited, so arbitrageurs are not as

aggressive as proposed by theories. Moreover, performance-based arbitrage becomes ineffective in

extreme circumstances when prices diverge far from fundamental values. These highly specialized

investors are far from being diversified and as a result care about idiosyncratic as well as systematic

risk. Based on this model stocks with high idiosyncratic variance may be mispriced and noise traders
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move prices while it is too risky for the arbitrageurs to take advantage of the mispricing.

This theory and even prior studies suggest that behavioral biases might affect stock prices. Kah-

neman and Tversky (1977) first offer the view that people are biased when forming and adjusting

probabilities for uncertain events. They claim that errors of judgment are systematic and individuals

suffer from mental astigmatism and myopia, tend to overweight recent information and underweight

prior data. This is the basis of the overreaction hypothesis formed in Bondt and Thaler (1985). The

study investigates if there is association between excess returns of loser and winner portfolios before

and after some event that affects all stocks in the portfolio such as an earnings announcement. Find-

ings are consistent with the hypothesis of mean reversion - portfolios of prior losers outperform the

market on average by 19.6% three years after portfolio formation, while winners earn 5% less than

the market. It is evident that the overreaction effect is asymmetric, however found in both portfolios.

Results in this paper support the excess volatility issue mentioned before and propose a behavioral

explanation.

Another study by Chan and Chen (1991) examines the apparent anomaly that small capitalization

stocks earn higher mean returns than large capitalization stocks. The authors find that small stocks

are usually what they call marginal firms - companies that have lost market value, are performing

poorly, have inefficient production and high financial leverage. When classified by size, the firms in

the 30-year sample are put in quintiles every year. As it turns out, around 66% of the companies in the

bottom quintile have fallen from higher quintiles, suggesting that the majority of the smallest stocks

are actually recent losers or marginal firms. The risk-based hypothesis for the difference in return

characteristics of small and large firms is further supported in the study by comparing the returns

of two size-matched return indices of marginal firms. One is constructed as the difference between

average returns of firms that have recently cut dividends and similar but strictly smaller firms that

have not. The other is constructed to be the return difference between a portfolio of high-leverage and

portfolio of low-leverage firms. The average returns of the two indices are positive, thus indicating

that it is marginal firm characteristics but not size that explain the difference in return behavior of

large and small stocks.

Later, Fama and French (1996) argues that the mentioned anomalies are related and that they are
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captured by the Fama-French three-factor model. In this model the expected return of a portfolio over

the risk-free rate is explained by the sensitivity of its return to three factors - excess market return, the

return difference between a portfolio of small and portfolio of big stocks (SMB) and the difference

between the return on a portfolio of high book-to-market stocks and the return on a portfolio of

low book-to-market stocks (HML). In a previous paper, Fama and French (1995) show that slopes on

HML proxy relative distress, hence using HML to explain returns is in line with the arguments in Chan

and Chen (1991). The model also explains the long-term reversal in Bondt and Thaler (1985) since

portfolios of recent losers tend to have positive SMB and HML slopes and are usually smaller and

distressed. The opposite is true for long-term winners which are mostly strong stocks with negative

slopes on HML and low future returns. The three-factor model, however, can’t explain the short-term

momentum anomaly and does not give a clear theoretical justification of the two additional factors

used compared to the CAPM.

Barberis et al. (1998) attempts to model the way investors form beliefs consistent with the empir-

ical findings of underreaction and overreaction in stock price movements. Securities prices tend to

underreact to news over short horizons and overreact to consistent patterns of news pointing in the

same direction over longer horizons. The model proposed in this study is motivated by two psycholog-

ical phenomena - conservatism and representativeness heuristic. The former stating that individuals

are slow to change their beliefs in the face of new evidence (Edwards (1968)) and the latter assert-

ing that people give too much weight to recent patterns in the data and too little to the properties of

the population that generates the data (Tversky and Kahneman (1975)). In the model earnings are a

random walk but investors falsely believe that they shift between two regimes - mean-reverting and

trending. In any given period the regime is likely to stay the same as in the previous one. Investors

observe and update their beliefs about which state they are in. If they decide that the first regime

holds, stock prices underreact to earnings changes since they mistakenly assume these changes to be

only temporary. On the other hand, when in the second state, investors falsely extrapolate current

trends in the future and stock prices overreact. Overall, in this model people are assumed not to be

rational when adjusting probabilities in accordance with the Bayes formula. This is caused by the

fact that investors focus too much on the ’strength’ (salience and extremity) of the evidence and too
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little on the ’weight’ (statistical informativeness) according to Griffin and Tversky (1992). However,

in order to be formalized such claim and to further extend the research in the area, a priori way of

classifying events by their ’strength’ and ’weight’ has to be developed.

Defending the efficient market hypothesis, Fama (1998) claims that anomalies are chance results

and roughly an even split between over- and underreaction, as empirically observed, is consistent with

market efficiency. He also challenges the literature on long-term return anomalies showing that such

anomalies are sensitive to the methodology used in the studies. When different statistical approaches

or different models for expected returns are used, they tend to become marginal or disappear. Exam-

ining the model in Barberis et al. (1998), the author concludes that it only does well on anomalies it

was designed to explain and its prediction of long-term return reversal does not capture the empir-

ically observed range of long-term results. On a more general note, studies suffer from bad-model

problems - the asset pricing model itself and the sample-specific patterns in average returns due to

chance. The first problem is more serious in long-term return studies, since the shorter the period,

the closer expected returns are to zero and the smaller is the effect on abnormal returns estimates.

Furthermore, average monthly abnormal returns compared to buy-and-hold abnormal returns as well

as equal-weighted returns compared to value-weighted returns produce different inferences.

On the other hand, Shiller (2003) notes that it should not come as surprise that research on finan-

cial anomalies does not find that people always tend to over- or underreact as no such fundamental

psychological principle exists. Moreover, the fact that anomalies sometimes disappear or switch signs

should not be a sign of fully rational markets considering that regular and lasting patterns in inefficient

markets sound controversial. Nevertheless, the excess volatility anomaly seems to remain alive and

unexplained by the efficient markets proponents.

It is reasonable to assume that not all market participants have homogeneous expectations and

agree on the implications of the available information as suggested by the efficient market hypothesis.

First noted by Miller (1977), the uncertainty about the outcome of an investment implies divergence of

opinion. Under short sale constraints due to costly borrowing, high risk or availability of capital, the

demand for a particular security would come from the minority with the most optimistic expectations.

This would inflate the price and since divergence of opinion is likely to increase with risk, it is possible
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that expected returns will be lower for risky securities instead of higher. However, risk and uncertainty

are two different notions - risk is when the probability distribution of the future outcome is known

and uncertainty is when it isn’t. The more clear what this distribution is, the lower the uncertainty and

divergence of opinion.

If heterogeneous expectations do exist amongst market participants, Harrison and Kreps (1978)

claims that speculative behavior might appear in imperfect markets with short sale constraints. The

right to resell a stock makes investors willing to pay more for it than they would pay if obliged to hold

it forever, according to the authors. They present a multi-period model with two investor classes hav-

ing different probability assessment about the dividend payments (dividend is either 0 or 1) of an asset

in each period. Instead of the price being determined by the more optimistic investor class, specula-

tion from the other class might occur, driving prices up in anticipation of the signal that would trigger

a buy from the optimistic investors. In short, agents would pay a price that exceeds their valuation

because they expect to sell the asset to a buyer willing to pay even more. The assumption of perfect

contingent foresight in the study is too dramatic and only used as an illustration. Nevertheless, it is

reasonable to assume that investors would speculate about the beliefs, expectations and preferences

of fellow investors when making decisions in order not to underprice a security. On the contrary, Var-

ian (1985) claim that in an Arrow-Debreu economy increasing the ”spread” of investors’ probability

beliefs is likely to decrease asset values. However, this is dependent on the risk aversion not declining

too rapidly and the Arrow-Debreu model being a better representation of reality in comparison to

CAPM-like mean-variance models.

Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) builds on the model in Harrison and Kreps (1978) and proposes

a framework to study speculative trading linking asset prices, trading volume and price volatility. In

this new model information is available to all agents but they interpret it differently and each group

overestimates the informativeness of a particular signal, therefore producing varying forecasts of

future dividends. Investors know that their forecasts differ but agree to disagree due to overconfidence.

When valuing an asset they consider the possibility to sell it to agents in the other group in addition

to their estimate of the fundamental value. Effectively they assign a value to an American put option

which is the difference between the current owner’s demand price and his fundamental valuation.
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This resale option value is the bubble component of the price. The fluctuations in beliefs generate

trade and when trading costs are small the value of the bubble and the extra volatility that it brings are

maximized. The authors show that if the overconfidence parameter or informativeness of the signals

in the model increase, price, volume and volatility also follow. These three variables are found to be

linked in observations of historical bubbles as well. Although very simplified, this model introduces

a reasonable interpretation of asset price behavior during bubbles.

Mei et al. (2005) examines the implications of the theories and the model mentioned above by

using a sample from Chinese stock markets between 1993 and 2000. In particular the study investi-

gates the joint effects of short-sales constraints and heterogeneous beliefs on trading volume and stock

prices. In China short sales are prohibited by law, equity issuance and buy-backs are constrained and

restricted by the government and stock markets were re-opened in early 1990s, creating excitement

among domestic investors. Furthermore, a substantial amount of firms offered A and B classes of

shares with identical rights but restricted to domestic and foreign investors respectively. This makes

the data set extremely suitable for analysis, allowing to control for stock fundamentals in an imperfect

market. The authors find that A-B premium and A-share turnover increase with firms’ idiosyncratic

volatility which is a proxy for uncertainty which in turn creates more fluctuations in heterogeneous

beliefs. This translates to more trading and larger speculative component in prices. Supporting that,

it is shown that A-share turnover had significant positive correlation with A-B share premium. These

findings still hold after controlling for liquidity, risk premium and discount rates. On balance, A

shares on average traded at a premium of 420% to B shares and turned over 5 times compared to 1

time per year for B shares. The clear resemblance between the Chinese market’s price dynamics and

the dot-com bubble suggests that speculative trading is important determinant of stock prices during

bubbles.

In a similar study, Ikeda et al. (2012) find negative relation between future stock returns and het-

erogeneous beliefs on the Shanghai Security Exchange between 2001 and 2009 when short selling

has been prohibited. The proxy used for heterogeneous beliefs is unexpected turnover - turnover of

individual stocks adjusted by market turnover and its momentum. Results are robust to controlling

for size, leverage, book-to-market ratio, momentum and adjusting the proxy for liquidity and idiosyn-
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cratic volatility, both of which usually positively related to turnover.

Using the VAR framework in Campbell and Shiller (1988a), Chen et al. (2009b) relaxes the as-

sumption of rational expectations and considers the possibility of irrational investor behavior in order

to explain stock market mispricing. Two hypotheses for irrationality are examined - money illusion

and resale option. The former, first introduced in Modigliani and Cohn (1979), proposing that in-

vestors discount real dividends at nominal interest rates leading to inflation-induced mispricing. The

latter, already mentioned, connecting the level and volatility of mispricing with heterogeneous beliefs

proxied in this study by share turnover and implied volatility differential (IVD) between out-of-the-

money and at-the-money S&P 500 index put options. After separating the mispricing component from

the estimate of fundamental value, it is tested whether the level of mispricing decreases (increases)

with expected inflation (heterogeneous beliefs) and whether the volatility of mispricing is positively

related to the heterogeneous beliefs’ proxies or expected inflation. The authors show that the two

hypotheses complement each other in explaining the level of mispricing, the resale option performing

better during the Internet bubble period, as expected. Moreover, IVD and share turnover are shown to

significantly impact mispricing volatility, while expected inflation doesn’t. Thus, the paper concludes

that the resale option hypothesis provides a more coherent explanation for stock mispricing. Even

after controlling for time-varying liquidity, using monthly versus quarterly data and optimizing the

lag in the VAR model, the empirical results hold.

Following the same approach, Chen et al. (2009a) breaks down the observed price-dividend ratio

to expected price-dividends ratio (fundamental component) and mispricing measure. The study finds

that the mispricing component predicts future stock returns and stocks with low (high) mispricing earn

significantly higher (lower) future returns than similar stocks. A long-short strategy has an average

annual log return of 6.96% for the period 1981-2006 and total cumulative return of 174%. It is shown

that the mispricing measure is correlated with the usual proxies for subjective growth rates in the

literature, supporting the hypothesis that it captures investor speculation and overreaction to growth

and the empirical evidence in Chen et al. (2009b). These proxies are book-to-market (B/M) ratio,

earnings-to-price (E/P) ratio, cash-flow-to-price (C/P) ratio, past 5-year sales growth rank (GS) and

analysts’ 5-year growth forecast (EG). In a related paper, Lakonishok et al. (1994) uses the first four
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to form a contrarian trading strategy also trying to exploit investor overreaction to growth. Comparing

the performance of the strategies in both studies, it is evident that the mispricing strategy provides the

highest cumulative return with lowest risk. Its superior performance can’t be explained by Fama-

French three-factor model where the strategy even has negative market beta. The authors claim that

this advantage comes from better capturing investor overreaction to growth since the model-based

mispricing measure is by construction separated from the fundamental value component of a stock.

This is not the case for the other proxies which include accounting variables, therefore providing a

noisy measure of mispricing. Moreover, there is significant positive relation between the mispricing

measure and the prior year’s return, hinting that recent winners (losers) tend to be overvalued (under-

valued), hence supporting earlier studies on the topic and Bondt and Thaler (1985) in particular.

2.3 Investor sentiment

Traditional finance theory argues that noise traders don’t affect asset prices as arbitrageurs trade

against them and drive prices toward fundamental values. However, there might be some reasons

for arbitrage to be limited as proposed by Shleifer and Vishny (1997), a study already mentioned

above. Another view on the topic is presented in De Long et al. (1990), claiming that arbitrageurs are

likely to be risk averse and have reasonably short horizons. This deters them from taking positions

against noise traders since they have to bear the risk that noise traders’ irrational beliefs persist or

even become more extreme. In the paper this is called noise trader risk and is a reason for the pos-

sibility prices to diverge significantly from fundamental values even when there is no fundamental

risk. Stochastic changes in noise traders’ opinions creates risk and makes assets less attractive to arbi-

trageurs, thus driving prices down. As a result noise traders can earn higher expected returns because

of the destabilizing influence they generate instead of bearing fundamental risk. Furthermore, the

proposed model provides a potential explanation for the excessive volatility of asset prices and shows

that if noise traders’ opinions follow a stationary process, stock returns should have a mean-reverting

component. All in all, the authors call for a further investigation of the claim that destabilizing spec-

ulation must be unprofitable and noise traders will not persist in the market.

If they do persist however, it is likely to be during times when their aggregate opinions tend to go
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in the same direction. This would create waves of sentiment when there is a dominant optimistic or

pessimistic view on the market. Baker and Wurgler (2006) examine how this investor sentiment affects

the cross-section of stock returns. First, they construct a sentiment index that captures the common

component in six popular sentiment proxies. Data availability being a constraint when choosing them,

they are:

(i) Closed-end fund discount (CEFD) - the average difference between net asset values of closed-

end stock fund shares and their market prices

(ii) The natural log of the NYSE turnover from the NYSE Fact Book, detrended by its 5-year moving

average (TURN)

(iii) Number of IPOs (NIPO)

(iv) Average first-day returns of IPOs (RIPO)

(v) The share of equity issues in total equity and debt issues (S) - gross equity issuance divided by

gross equity plus gross long-term debt issuance using Federal Reserve Bulletin data

(vi) Dividend premium (PD-ND) - log difference of the average market-to-book ratios of dividend

payers and non-payers

Besides leaving out the non-sentiment-component through a principal component analysis, the au-

thors also control for the fact that some proxies may reflect sentiment shifts earlier or later than others.

Moreover, they construct a second index by using the same initial proxies but removing the business

cycle variation from each one before conducting the principal component analysis. Factor loadings in

both indices are with the same signs - positive for TURNt-1, NIPOt, RIPOt-1, St and negative for CEFDt

and PD-ND
t-1 - confirming the expected relationships. Investor sentiment, represented by the indices in

the paper, seems to align with empirical observations and anecdotal accounts of bubbles and crashes.

In addition to the sentiment index, this study proposes a hypothesis that there is cross-sectional varia-

tion in sentiment and arbitrage. Stocks which tend to have subjective valuations, such as young, small,

unprofitable, non-dividend-paying, high volatility, extreme growth and distressed stocks are harder to

arbitrage and more affected by investor sentiment. During periods of high sentiment speculators and
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optimists drive their prices up while arbitrageurs consider it too risky to intervene. Empirical findings

in the paper show that high sentiment is followed by relatively low subsequent returns for such stocks.

The opposite is true when sentiment is low. These results are robust to controlling for Fama-French

factors but not surprisingly including the SMB factor reduces the predictability of returns as many of

the firms’ characteristics examined are related to size. Lastly, there is the possibility that time varying

market risk premia or beta loadings could explain the findings. However, it appears that there is no

link between patterns in predictability and betas with market returns or consumption growth. Further-

more, given that risk is not changing over time, the first possibility to hold, risk premia has to be time

varying and change in sign. This would mean that when sentiment is low, stable companies require a

risk premium over the subjective valuation stocks mentioned before, which is counterintuitive.

An extension of the research on this topic, Baker and Wurgler (2007) argue that there are two

major approaches for measuring investor sentiment. ”Bottom up” - using individual investor biases

and ”top down” - using macroeconomic variables. The sentiment index presented above comes from

the second approach and can be thought of as measurement of the propensity to speculate by the

marginal investor. Higher sentiment means higher demand for speculative securities for which the

uncertainty is higher. Effects of behavioral biases such as overconfidence, representativeness and

conservatism for such assets would be more pronounced and divergence of opinion larger. Linking

theories mentioned earlier, changes in these biases over time is akin to shifts in sentiment. Baker

and Wurgler (2007) also propose a unified view of the cross-sectional effects of investor sentiment

on stocks - the sentiment seesaw. They sort stocks in deciles depending on their monthly return

volatility during the last year - a proxy for speculative appeal. Further, they hypothesize that high

(low) sentiment and high (low) stock valuations should go together, especially for more speculative,

difficult to arbitrage stocks. After controlling for the value-weighted market return (high volatility

stocks are likely to have high market betas), results show that average future returns of speculative

stocks are on average lower (higher) than returns of stable ”bond-like” stocks when sentiment has

been high (low) in the previous month. This means that classical asset pricing theory is, at least

sometimes, violated during periods of high sentiment. Moreover, stocks in the first three deciles

appear to have slightly negative sentiment betas in contrast to the large positive sentiment betas of
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stocks in the top deciles. Sentiment also shows aggregate stock market return predictability. When

it is one standard deviation above (below) its historical average, average value-weighted monthly

returns are -0.34 (1.18) percentage points. Correlation between equally weighted market returns and

sentiment changes is 0.43.

As stated before, limits to arbitrage may induce stock mispricing. Doukas et al. (2010) argue that

there is cross-section variability in arbitrage risk which in turn affects mispricing. They suggest that

it is hard for risk averse and inadequately diversified arbitrageurs to act on highly idiosyncratic stocks

since it is difficult to form an arbitrage trade free of idiosyncratic risk. Hence, these stocks are more

likely to trade at prices far from their fair value. The authors further examine the relation between

arbitrage risk and mispricing. They use two proxies for mispricing based on relative valuations from

sales and residual income which are shown to predict future abnormal returns. In addition, arbitrage

risk measures are based on the standard deviation of the residuals from a regression of returns on

market returns or Fama-French 3 factors. Results confirm the proposed relation and show that mis-

pricing is positively associated with arbitrage risk. Moreover, when arbitrage risk is low mispricing

tends to disappear, indicating that it is not economic irrationality that drives prices. Findings are

robust to controlling for transaction, short-selling costs, alternative pricing models and mispricing

measures. However, as fundamental values are not observable, the predictability of the mispricing

measures could be due to misspecification of the asset pricing model and thus consistent with the

efficient market hypothesis. Nevertheless, failure of arbitrageurs to hedge idiosyncratic risk could

be the explanation of several mispricing anomalies. For example cross-sectional correlation between

arbitrage risk and liquidity might explain the return difference of 7% between high and low liquidity

portfolios documented in Pástor and Stambaugh (2003). Or the return differential between high and

low analyst dispersion stocks, presented in Diether et al. (2002), may be due to the link between in-

formation uncertainty and arbitrage risk. And the more profound claim in Campbell and Cochrane

(1999) that stock return predictability may reflect a time-varying risk premium, could be rooted in

idiosyncratic risk that cannot be arbitraged away.

The literature reviewed so far in this section indicates that there is a reason to believe that in-

vestor sentiment influences stock prices. This happens through investors’ propensity to speculate
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and preference for stocks with highly subjective valuations which have high arbitrage risk. Miwa

(2016) presents the view that investor sentiment induces stock mispricing through its effect on the

overall accuracy of investors’ long-term growth expectations. In other words, during periods of high

sentiment, investors tend to extrapolate high growth into the future and form bold long-term growth

predictions. The study finds larger dispersion in long-term growth forecasts following high investor

sentiment while realized spread is much narrower. Dispersion in long-term growth forecasts is defined

as the spread in predicted earnings growth between the top and bottom quintile of stocks sorted by

analysts’ consensus forecasts. Two proxies for investor sentiment are used - the Michigan Consumer

Sentiment Index and the sentiment index developed in Baker and Wurgler (2006). According to the

analysis, stocks with higher predicted growth also experience lower future returns and more negative

forecast revisions, especially after periods of high sentiment. This means that excessive dispersion in

long-term growth forecasts is corrected in the future and the mispricing disappears when sentiment

decreases. Findings in this paper are similar to those in Baker and Wurgler (2006). However, they are

not confined to small, newer and volatile stocks but hold for a wide-spread of stocks.

The main critic of investor sentiment in general and Baker and Wurgler (BW) sentiment index in

particular, is that it contains essential economic information important for rational asset pricing mod-

els. This might be the source of its predictive power instead of the behavioral biases that it intends

to capture. However, the ”behavioral” and ”rational” explanation of the sentiment’s ability to predict

cross-sectional stock returns could both have merit. Economic fundamentals and investor sentiment

possibly interact and affect each other, making the cause and effect relationship unclear. Sibley et al.

(2016) challenge the view that because BW sentiment index predicts anomaly returns, these returns

are driven by sentiment-driven mispricing. They decompose BW index into two components, related

and unrelated to economic fundamental variables, by regressing it on a vector of 13 fundamental-

related variables. To deal with potential over-fitting, they also conduct a second regression only in-

cluding the two most important fundamental-related variables - T-bill rate and market liquidity proxy

(percentage of stocks with zero returns). Finally, they regress the returns of 11 anomaly portfolios

unexplained by the Fama-French 3-factor model (mentioned in Stambaugh et al. (2012)) on the two

components of the sentiment index. The paper finds that the BW index contains a substantial amount
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of economic fundamentals information and its predictive power is mainly driven by this component.

However, when applying a different approach and constructing a fundamentals index from the fun-

damental variables used in the regression, they find mixed results - sometimes BW index has higher

predictive power over fundamentals. All in all, it is possible that the study fails to include some im-

portant economic fundamental variables or that the fundamentals are influenced by sentiment itself.

Therefore results are inconclusive and could be interpreted in either way.

In another study, Stivers (2015) remove the fundamentals component from BW sentiment index

by first regressing Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index on a set of fundamentals and then using the

fitted value as the independent variable and BW index as the dependent variable in a regression. They

show that the residuals are then better at predicting returns and timing the stock market. First, a linear

forecasting model is used to forecast next month’s market returns. If this return is higher than the

historical average up to the current period, the investor invests in the market and if not - in T-bills.

This investment strategy is implemented with three different sentiment indices used in the forecasting

model - Baker and Wurgler’s index, its orthogonal (business-cycle-removed) version from the original

paper and the fundamentals-removed index created in this study. The respective strategies’ excess

annual returns are 5.3%, 8%, 10.6% and Sharpe ratios of 1.5, 2.48, 2.8 with the sample average excess

market return being 6.7%. Supporting the behavioral hypothesis and the intended purpose of investor

sentiment, this paper argues that removing fundamentals from BW index creates a better measure for

non-fundamental demand shocks. Hence, giving an opportunity to investors to form profitable trading

strategies by taking advantage of the apparent mispricing. However, it should be noted that results in

this paper could also be explained by time-varying risk premium or risk aversion.

Huang et al. (2015) claim that the principal component analysis in Baker and Wurgler (2006) is

not the most effective approach in capturing the common variation in the six sentiment proxies, since

they might have approximation errors to the true (unobservable) investor sentiment, which are also

commonly varying. Therefore, the authors use the partial least squares method to extract the most

relevant time-series component from the same six proxies. The new aligned investor sentiment index

is found to have greater forecasting power for the aggregate stock market returns, as well as the cross-

section of stock returns formed on industry, size, value and momentum. Furthermore, this predictive
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power comes from investors’ biased beliefs about future dividend growth and not the discount rate,

as the index predicts the former but not the latter (proxied by the dividend-price ratio). This indicates

consistency with the findings in Baker and Wurgler (2007) and supports the hypothesis that lower

future returns after periods of high investor sentiment represent overly optimistic cash flow forecasts

that turn out not to be justified by economic fundamentals.
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3 Problem identification and hypothesis development

The extensive literature review presented above should serve as an indication that claims about be-

havioral biases influencing stock prices might have merit. Moreover, this influence is not constant,

it varies depending on many factors which interact with each other. Arbitrage risk, divergence of

opinion, heterogeneous beliefs, investor sentiment are all interconnected. Although not included in

traditional finance, the theories and empirical evidence in the literature hint the importance of behav-

ioral finance and its implications for asset pricing.

However, it appears that the one unifying and at least partially measurable behavioral concept,

which can be used in return predictability analysis, is investor sentiment. The most recognized proxy

for investor sentiment in the literature is Baker and Wurgler’s index. Even though it is far from being

a perfect measure and has some potential drawbacks mentioned before, it will be the one that we use

in this study.

The literature also suggests that, for one reason or another, stock prices sometimes deviate from

fundamental values. This mispricing is hard to measure but different studies have applied various

methods attempting to do it. Yet, there is a way to approximately measure the fundamental value of

a stock ex post. With long enough series of historical data, the ex-post rational price, of any stock

or index, would be the sum of discounted real detrended future dividends, as proposed in Shiller

(1980). Using this approach and making some assumptions, an approximative time series of the ex-

post rational price can be calculated. By relating it to the time series of detrended observed prices we

can deduce the ex-post mispricing.

It is natural to suppose that if behavioral biases influence stock prices, then ex post we should be

able to see the correlation between the two. Therefore to answer the problem posed in the study Is

there a link between investor sentiment and stock mispricing?, we test whether:

Hypothesis 1: Ex-post stock market mispricing and investor sentiment are positively cor-

related.

We will also attempt to construct a real-time mispricing measure which approximates the ex post

one.
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Hypothesis 2: Real-time stock market mispricing and investor sentiment are positively

correlated.

If the real-time mispricing measure actually indicates mispricing, then return predictability is also

implied.

Hypothesis 3: The real-time mispricing measure can be used to form a profitable trading

strategy.
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4 Data and methodology

4.1 Data for ex-post measure

Being the most researched and representative market index, S&P 500 is the obvious choice for our

analysis. We will use data from the cross-section of S&P 500 (or the Composite Index as it was called

before 1957) in order to investigate more thoroughly the potential mispricing and its implications.

First, we will need return and price data which can be extracted from The Center for Research in

Security Prices (CRSP). Unfortunately this database doesn’t allow us to easily separate the S&P 500

constituents. Therefore, we obtain it in the form of GVKEY (unique six-digit number assigned by

Compustat) list through the Index Constituents feature of Compustat database. As the earliest date

allowed in CRSP is 1925-12-31, we use the range 1925-12-31 to 2016-12-31 for extracting index

constituents from Compustat. Then, in order to work with CRSP we have to convert the GVKEY

list to the corresponding PERMNO (unique permanent security identification number assigned by

CRSP) list. Both identification numbers are unique for each security but obviously different for the

two databases. We use the CRSP/Compustat Merged Database to link the two, through its Security

Monthly feature. In the process we also separate and keep only stocks that have been part of S&P

500 for at least 40 years. Note that all data for qualifying companies is included in the sample, even

before and after they have been included in S&P 500.

Although the period of 40 years is chosen rather arbitrarily, the aim is to get a sample of companies

with enough historical data for conducting a meaningful analysis. We are aware that this creates

a look-ahead bias and also removes potentially smaller, unprofitable, distressed companies, which

might influence our findings. However, the nature of our study commands to make such a division,

since the more data, the more accurate our approximation of the true fundamental value of a stock

would be. Finally, we use the PERMNO list in CRSP’s Monthly Stock File feature to download the

main return, dividend and price data needed. Considering the huge time frame of our study, we have

decided to opt for monthly instead of daily data. In our opinion potential improvement of analysis

results by using daily data would not justify the time and effort needed to handle it. The final sample

consists of 342 companies.
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We will also need inflation data in order to calculate and work with real returns - a crucial detail

that has to be taken into account for our analysis. We use the US Treasury and Inflation Indexes

feature of CRSP to extract Consumer Price Index data, which is usually used as proxy for inflation in

similar studies. To be consistent, we again consider monthly data for the period 1925-12 to 2016-12.

Investor sentiment index data we download from Jeffrey Wurgler’s website1. Monthly index data is

available for the period 1965-07 to 2015-09.

4.2 Methodology for ex post analysis

4.2.1 Theory

Our approach for deriving ex-post mispricing will be largely based on the framework in Shiller (1980),

supplemented by notes provided by Paul Whalen. Therefore we will shortly present the main points

in this paper. If we define the gross (real) return for company i as:

Ri,t+1 =
Di,t+1 + Pi,t+1

Pi,t
(1)

And we rearrange and restate in the form of expected values, we can see that prices vary because of

variation in either conditional expected dividends or expected returns.

Pi,t =
Et[Di,t+1] + Et[Pi,t+1]

Et[Ri,t+1]
(2)

Furthermore, if we impose constant expectations over time, assume no-bubbles and iterate forward:

Pi,t =

∞∑
k=1

E[Di,t+k]
E[Ri]k (3)

Hence, for the aggregate stock market:

Pt =

∞∑
k=1

E[Dt+k]
E[R]k (4)

1http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jwurgler/
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If we omit the i subscript and consider the model in general, we can detrend price and dividend series

by their constant exponential growth rate λ.

dt =
Dt

λt (5)

pt =
Pt

λt =

∞∑
k=1

Et[dt+k]λk

E[R]k (6)

pt =

∞∑
k=1

E[R̄]−kEt[dt+k] (7)

Then the ex-post rational price can be expressed as:

p∗t =

∞∑
k=1

E[R̄]−kdt+k (8)

We can further decompose realized dividends into expected and unexpected components.

dt+k = Et[dt+k] + d̃t+k (9)

Thus, the deviations of actual prices from ex-post rational prices can be attributed to the unexpected

component of realized dividends.

p∗t = pt +

∞∑
k=1

E[R̄]−kd̃t+k (10)

4.2.2 Building the measure

Our first step in applying the framework presented above would be the deflating of prices and div-

idends by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). However, since price and dividend data is not readily

available in meaningful form, we have to manipulate the CRSP data.

(i) We first adjust Price or Bid/Ask Average (Punadj.) by the Cumulative Factor to Adjust Prices (C),

in order to arrive at comparable price time series which is unaffected by distributions (issues,
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splits, etc.).

Pad j.
t =

Punad j.
t

Ct
(11)

(ii) Dividend returns (Rdiv.) are calculated by subtracting Returns Without Dividends (Rexcl. div.) from

Returns (Rincl. div.), where the first variable measures capital appreciation as change in price only

while the second one includes reinvestment of dividends.

Rdiv.
t = Rincl.div.

t − Rexcl.div.
t (12)

Then the dollar value of dividends (Dadj.) can be calculated by:

Dad j.
t = Pad j.

t−1 Rdiv.
t (13)

(iii) Next, we compute the cumulative change in CPI (CCPI) for each month of the sample. Since

Dadj. is available from the second month in the sample onwards, we disregard 1925-12 in our

computations.

CCPIt =
CPIt

CPI1926−01
(14)

The deflated prices (Pdefl.) and dividends (Ddefl.) in terms of January 1926 US dollars are:

Pde f l.
t =

Pad j.
t

CCPIt
(15)

Dde f l.
t =

Dad j.
t

CCPIt
(16)

The second step is to estimate λ. We estimate the growth rate through a linear regression and then λ

follows. If we omit the superscript in Pdefl.:

log(Pt) = a + bt + ηt (17)

λ = eb (18)
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The next step is to detrend the deflated price and dividend time series. The real detrended price is

then:

pt =
Pt

λt−T (19)

And the real detrended dividend, omitting the superscript in Ddefl.:

dt =
Dt

λt−T (20)

where T is the last month in the sample. For estimating the real discount factor for the detrended

series (γ), we first compute the real gross returns.

Rt =
Pt + Dt

Pt−1
(21)

The geometric average over the whole period spanning n+1 months:

R =
n

√√
n∏

t=1

Rt (22)

And by adjusting with λ, we compute γ:

γ =
λ

R
(23)

The final step is to compute the time series of ex-post rational prices. For each month t, this is done by

discounting realized detrended dividends after t, summing them and adding the discounted terminal

value for the ex-post rational price (p*
T). As in Shiller (1980), we assume the sample average of

detrended prices to be appropriate proxy for terminal value of p*
T.

p∗t =

T∑
k=t+1

dkγ
k−t + p∗Tγ

T−t (24)

where

p∗T =
1
T

T∑
t=1

pt (25)

and T being the total number of months in the sample.
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Finally, the forecast error or ex-post mispricing is the difference between the detrended price and

the ex-post rational price.

ut = pt − p∗t (26)

Positive value for ut indicates overpricing and a negative one - underpricing. To be able to compare the

mispricing across stocks and at different time periods in the sample, we construct an ex-post relative

mispricing measure (EPM hereafter) which we will be using in our analysis.

EPMt =
pt

p∗t
− 1 (27)

Values of the measure above (below) zero indicate that at time t the particular stock was overpriced

(underpriced). The bigger the deviation from zero, the higher the mispricing is. We will later use this

in our analysis to sort stocks in groups of most over- or underpriced at time t. In order to arrive at a

proxy for the ex-post mispricing of S&P 500, we aggregate the EPMs of all stocks with available data

at each time t.

EPMS PX
t =

1
m

m∑
i=1

EPMi,t (28)

where m indicates the total number of stocks with available EPM at t. We are aware that this measure

is possibly severely biased due to the selection process when gathering the data sample. This bias may

be further increased by taking the simple average of EPMi,t instead of the value-weighted average.

However, as mentioned in the Limitations section, this is a limitation of our study due to the nature of

the EPM measure and the way it is constructed.

The procedure for deriving the ex-post mispricing measure described in this section is imple-

mented in R - open source programming language for statistical analysis. In the process of handling

the data some assumptions have been made owing to corrupt, inaccurate or missing data in our sample.

(i) If Price or Bid/Ask Average values are negative, we assume this to be a technical error and take

the absolute value.

(ii) If Price or Bid/Ask Average values are missing for the first (and second) month for stock i, we

disregard the first (and second) month’s data for this stock.
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(iii) If Price or Bid/Ask Average values are missing for one or more months throughout the data for

stock i, we assign the Price or Bid/Ask Average value from the next month or previous month if

the former is missing as well.

(iv) If Returns or Returns Without Dividends values are missing, we assign zero as return value for

the period.

(v) Duplicate rows are found and deleted

4.3 Data for real-time measure

When trying to develop the real-time mispricing measure, we will use data from the cross-section of

S&P once again. The data gathering process is very similar to the one presented in the ex-post section.

The only two differences are that this time we will use data for a shorter time period and different

subset of S&P 500 companies. Since we aim to find if there is a relationship between the real-time

measure and Baker and Wurgler’s sentiment index, we are not interested in the period when the time

series of these two do not overlap. Furthermore, analyzing the data and producing the real-time

measure requires a lot of time and computing power, both of which are limited. Ultimately, we would

have preferred to use all available data starting from 1925-12, but we have decided to shorten the

sample and work with data spanning 1955-01 to 2016-12. In addition, we consider only companies

which have been part of S&P 500 for at least 10 years during this period. This 10-year minimum

requirement is chosen rather arbitrarily in an attempt to balance between efficiency of the computing

process and effectiveness of the resulting measure. Note that all data for qualifying companies is

included in the sample, even before and after they have been included in S&P 500. The final sample

consists of monthly return, dividend and price data for 1356 companies extracted from CRSP. Again,

inflation is proxied by CPI data from CRSP and covers the period 1955-01 to 2016-12.

4.4 Methodology for real time analysis

We will modify the methodology for computing the ex-post mispricing measure, so that the resulting

measure won’t be based on future data. This way we will construct a real-time mispricing measure
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which ideally would share similar characteristics with the ex-post one and could be used to form a

profitable trading strategy.

As the literature review has suggested, there is empirical evidence indicating mean reversion in

returns and its connection to behavioral biases in one form or another. Therefore, if we are able

to incorporate the mean reversion in our mispricing measure, potentially we would also capture the

effect of these biases on stock prices. Finding support for Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 should

mean that we have, at least partially, achieved that goal. Our real-time mispricing measure at time t

will be recursively calculated based on time series of ex-post measures up until time t and containing

information available only until time t. Thus, we will heroically assume that information in past prices

and returns can be used to form a profitable trading strategy.

To construct the real-time mispricing measure for a particular stock at time t, we will follow the

steps below:

(i) Deflating the price and dividend time series to January 1955 US dollars. We use the same pro-

cedure as described in section 3.2.2, the only difference being the new sample starting month.

This means that the new CCPI can be calculated by:

CCPIt =
CPIt

CPI1955−01
(29)

(ii) Then we impose a restriction and assume that the only information available is the deflated price

and dividend time series between t-120 months and t-1 month. This means that, for example,

if a company has been part of the S&P 500 for the whole time period between 1955-01 and

2016-12, the earliest t that we consider is t=1965-01. We use the familiar procedure to compute

the ex-post mispricing measure at t-n, where n=120, 119, 118, ... 3, 2, 1. The implication is that

with n decreasing, the available data shrinks and pt-n
* likely approaches pt. For each n bigger

than 1, τ spans between t-n and t-1. For n=1 we assume that pt-n
* = pt.

log(Pτ) = a + bτ + ητ (30)
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The exponential growth rate for the period between t-n and t-1:

λN = eb (31)

Detrending the deflated price and dividend time series with the respective λ:

pτ,N =
Pτ

λτ−t
N

(32)

dτ,N =
Dτ

λτ−t
N

(33)

The real gross returns for each τ (note that there are n-1 returns):

Rτ,N =
Pτ + Dτ

Pτ−1
(34)

The geometric average of the real gross returns for the period t-n to t-1:

RN =
n−1

√√√ t−1∏
τ=t−(n−1)

Rτ,N (35)

The real discount factor is then:

γN =
λN

RN
(36)

The terminal value for the ex-post rational price is again the average of the detrended prices.

p∗T,N =
1
n

t−1∑
τ=t−n

pτ,N (37)

The ex-post rational price for each n:

p∗t−n =

t−1∑
k=t−n+1

dkγ
k−(t−n)
N + p∗T,Nγ

n
N (38)
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(iii) Finally, at the beginning of time t we are left with the following matrix of detrended prices:



pt−120,120 pt−119,120 pt−118,120 . . . pt−1,120

pt−119,119 pt−118,119 . . . pt−1,119

. . .
...

pt−1,1


And the following vector of ex-post rational prices:

[
p∗t−120 p∗t−119 p∗t−118 . . . p∗t−1

]

Then the real-time mispricing measure at the beginning of time t is defined as:

RT Mt =
p̄t−1,N

p̄∗t−n
− 1 (39)

where the bar over the two variables indicate average values, either weighted or simple.

Based on multiple tests that we conducted in order to test which weighting works best, we have

settled with the following one, putting more weight on more recent months up to t.

p̄∗t−n = p∗t−n
(121 − n)

120
121
2

(40)

which is esentially the same weight for each n scaled by 121-n (the opposite end of the series from

120 to 1). Hence, this is the linearly increasing weighting.

And again positive (negative) values of the measure suggest overpricing (underpricing) since the

numerator is a proxy for actual price and the denominator for rational price. The recursive nature

of RTM we mentioned before should now be obvious. We compute the denominator by effectively

averaging out 10 years of ex-post measures, calculated by using an incrementally decreasing data set.

Therefore, we can think of it as a lagged ex-post rational price, influenced by, and approaching the

current price. The numerator, on the other hand, is just the average of the detrended prices at the most

recent observation t-1, which have been used to compute each pt-n
*. RTM is a relative measure, so
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comparisons across stocks and time periods are possible. The proxy for S&P 500 real time mispricing

is computed in a similar way to the one used for the ex-post one.

RT MS PX
t =

1
s

s∑
i=1

RT Mi,t (41)

where s marks the number of stocks with available RTM at t.

4.5 Developing a trading strategy

To test whether our mispricing measure can be used to predict returns, we form a trading strategy

based on it. If we find positive risk-adjusted returns from this strategy, Hypothesis 3 will be supported

and we will consider RTM to really capture mispricing.

The foundation of the strategy rests on the idea that at each t companies in the cross section of our

sample should have different RTMs. The ones with the highest (lowest) RTMs should be those which

are the most overpriced (underpriced). Thus, if we go long a portfolio of undervalued stocks and

short a portfolio of overvalued stocks, we should capture the mispricing premium as prices eventually

move toward their fundamental value.

The following steps are taken in order to build the trading strategy:

(i) At time t we sort the companies with available RTMt into deciles, the top (bottom) 10% being

those with the highest (lowest) RTMs.

(ii) We buy (sell short) the portfolio of companies in the bottom (top) decile at time t. We acknowl-

edge that there is no lag between the signal and the trade and effectively assume that the opening

price on the first day of the month is equal to the closing price on the last day of the previous

(current, time t) month. This is not completely unrealistic and although it might influence the

returns of our strategy, we assume that the positive or negative influence negate each other in

the long-term.

(iii) At time t+1 we again rank the stocks based on RTMt+1. If there are new companies in the top

(bottom) decile, we add them to the short (long) portfolio.
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(iv) We examine the RTMt+1 of stocks which are already in the respective portfolios (were included

before t+1). If RTMt+1 of those stocks in the short (long) portfolio have reached zero or become

negative (positive), we close each corresponding position at time t+1. We should note here that

this could influence the performance on both portfolios and therefore the trading strategy. It is

possible that at some point the long or the short portfolio contains way more/less stocks than

the other one. Or that one of the portfolios is turned over considerably more. Since we don’t

account for transaction costs in our study this effect will remain unnoticed. Another unpleasant

consequence of this trading rule is the risk that a mispriced stock remain in the portfolio when

it shouldn’t. For example, a correctly identified overpriced stock’s RTM approaches zero a

few periods after the stock has been included in the short portfolio, but never becomes zero or

negative. This can continue for months and according to the signal the position is open while it

should have been closed months ago. Unfortunately there is not a clear solution of this problem

as RTM varies through time and sometimes even values close to zero can indicate relative over-

or underpricing depending on the market conditions at the time. Furthermore, the nature and the

idea of the mispricing measure mandates that stocks are held until their mispricing disappears.

Thus, we consider it inappropriate to have another trading signal or just a fixed holding period

as this would violate our assumptions about the properties of RTM.

(v) If RTMt+1 is missing for a company with an open position at time t, the position is closed. This

can have adverse effect on the returns of our strategy since we are forced to close a position

while missing the signal.

This procedure is repeated for the whole sample and the trading strategy return at time t is com-

puted as the equally-weighted average return of the long portfolio at t minus the equally weighted

average return of the shrot portfolio at t.

Rt = Rlong
t − Rshort

t (42)

Rlong
t =

1
h

h∑
i=1

Ri,t (43)
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Rshort
t =

1
g

g∑
j=1

R j,t (44)

where h and g indicate the number of stocks in the long and short portfolio at time t.

Note that this induces a lot of trading in oreder to rebalance the portfolio at each month. However,

as stated in the Limitations section, we don’t take trading costs into account in our study.
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5 Analysis part I: Ex-post mispricing measure

5.1 EPM for the S&P 500 proxy

In this section we analyze the variation of the ex-post mispricing measure (EPM) for our sample

and mainly for the S&P 500 proxy (SPX). Stocks which have extreme values for their EPM measure

(below -0.99) are considered as a result of contaminated or erroneous data and are removed from the

sample. We should note here, again, that the proxy is far from being perfect but we will consider

it as a good enough representation of the S&P 500 index. In Figure 1 we can see how the ex-post

rational price and the detrended price of SPX compare through time. Both measures are calculated

as the simple average of the corresponding measures for stocks with available data at each month.

Even though this introduces a bias, we can see a relatively close resemblance between Figure 1 here

and in Shiller (1980) for the overlapping period of the two studies. The distinct behavior of the two

measures is evident and supports the view that ex post we see that prices have been more volatile than

can be explained by changes in fundamentals.
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Figure 1: Comparison between the ex-post rational price and the real detrended price for our S&P
500 proxy

As we see from Figure 2, the ex-post mispricing of SPX seems to accurately reflect the historic

periods of stock market bubbles, which ex post appeared to be ruled by irrational exuberance. Some

of them, even having their own names, are - the Great Crash of 1929 in the midst of the Great
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Depression, the ’Tronics boom of the early 1960s, the Go-Go Years of the late 1960s, the Nifty Fifty

mania of the early 1970s, the Dot-Com Bubble of the late 1990s and the Great Financial Crisis

recently in 2008. We notice that the magnitude of the mispricing during the last two looks less

significant. However, this is probably not the case, as EPM is biased in certain ways. The majority of

the companies which saw dramatic increase in their stock prices in the period 1997-2000 and 2004-

2007 were rather young. Thus, probably most of them did not end up in our data sample and their

mispricing is not reflected in the EPM of SPX. The requirement of minimum 40 years of return data,

that we have introduced in our methodology, has different effect on the earlier periods. Since we

have perfect foresight about the future in this part of the analysis, stocks already in the sample were

probably young in the beginning of the examined period. Swings in their prices are reflected in EPM.

The impact is even more pronounced when we consider the fact that their ex-post rational price in this

period is likely very close to their true fundamental value and does not fluctuate much. The ex-post

rational price’s accuracy, however, is deteriorating as we approach the end of the sample. A bigger

proportion of its value then comes from the terminal value, which based on our method is the average

detrended price for the whole sample.
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Figure 2: Ex-post mispricing of SPX for the period between January 1926 and December 2016

EPM is perhaps also influenced by the number of companies included in the sample. The variation

of the sample size in terms of number of companies at each month can be seen in Figure 3. It is
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obvious that in the second half of the period the sample size is disproportionately bigger than in the

first decades after 1926. This should not be surprising considering our methodology and the economic

development in the last century. And although EPM is a relative measure, including more companies

and averaging out their EPMs implies that the expected fluctuation of SPX’s EPM decreases with the

number of stocks in the sample. On the other hand, the ex-post mispricing of each stock in 1926 for

example, receives considerable weight when computing the mispricing of our S&P 500 proxy. All in

all, the variation in the number of companies in the sample follows rather well the number of S&P 500

index (or the Composite Index) constituents which increased from 90 in 1926 to 500 in 1957. Hence,

SPX’s EPM should be representative for the overall ex-post stock market mispricing. Nevertheless,

the nature of the measure suggests higher accuracy when longer periods are examined.
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Figure 3: Number of companies included in the sample for each month between January 1926 and
December 2016

We found it interesting to compare our ex-post mispricing measure with another measure used

for gauging over- and undervaluation - Robert Shiller’s Cyclically Adjusted Price-Earnings Ratio.

It is computed by dividing the price by the average of last 10 years’ earnings, adjusted for infla-

tion. Although favoured by some, especially in the behavioral finance community, the measure is

not supposed to give precise signals for market mispricing. It should rather serve as a warning sign

that extreme deviations from its mean are likely to be followed by disproportionately higher/lower

returns in the long term. Nevertheless, Campbell and Shiller (1988b) find supportive evidence that
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past earnings can be used to predict future dividends, hence advocating for CAPE’s ability to predict

returns.

CAPE, in this case calculated for S&P 500, and our EPMSPX are compared in Figure 4. In order

to arrive at visually comparable time series, we have subtracted the mean values from each respective

measure and have scaled CAPE by dividing its time series by 20.2 Note that in the process the

correlation between the two is retained at 57.12% (t = 22.974, p-value <0.001). We find it particularly

interesting that the correlation in the first half of the sample is even 91.07% (t = 51.433, p-value

<0.001) while in the second half it is 60.22% (t = 17.595, p-value <0.001). Its deterioration could be a

result of some of the issues mentioned before. The two measures share a common way of calculation,

as price in the CAPE and detrended price in EPM are respectively divided by a moving average of

real earnings and ex-post rational price (which is really the sum of discounted future dividends). The

numerator is fluctuating a lot, while the denominator is more still. However, we believe that the

correlation is significant and a thorough investigation of the matter might reveal the true source of the

link. Due to the limitations of our study, we will not look further.
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Figure 4: Comparison between the ex-post mispricing measure of SPX and Shiller’s Cyclically Ad-
justed Price-Earnings Ratio for the period between January 1926 and December 2016

According to a set of studies mentioned in the literature review, stock prices might be affected

by divergence of opinion about their future dividend growth when arbitrage is limited. Moreover,
2CAPE data is downloaded from Robert Shiller’s website - http://www.econ.yale.edu/ shiller/data.htm
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we have proposed that the most suitable measure that quantifies the extent of behavioral biases is

the sentiment index. Therefore, in this section we will compare EPMSPX and Baker and Wurgler’s

sentiment index (BW) in search of evidence supporting our Hypothesis 1.

Unfortunately the time series of the two measures overlap only for the period between July 1965

and September 2015. Thus, we are forced to exclude the first 40 years of EPM values, the time when

we consider it to be the most precise in indicating mispricing. Furthermore, the way EPM is built

makes it biased, since prices before the current period affect the measure through the terminal value

in its computation. Hence, the more we move from the starting period we have data for, the more EPM

is based on historical prices. This makes the comparison between EPMSPX and BW less beneficial

and indicative of a potential link. We have tried to address this issue and compute EPMSPX starting

from July 1965 but ultimately decided not to proceed further with this endeavor as it will intervene

with our methodology and the key idea of the measure. More accurate analysis of this topic will be

presented when we move to the real-time mispricing measure.

Yet, EPMSPX is supposed to measure mispricing and according to Hypothesis 1 and our conclu-

sions based on the literature review, it should have positive correlation with BW index. Figure 5

shows the time series of the two. BW index stands for the orthogonalized version of the index which

removes macroeconomic influence.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the ex-post mispricing measure of SPX and Baker and Wurgler’s
sentiment index for the period July 1965 to September 2015
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It appears that EPMSPX follows BW more closely in the second half of the examined period. From

Table 1 we can see that this is actually the case. Correlation is highly significant at more than 48% and

p-value of less than 0.001 between August 1990 and September 2015. This compares to around 9%

(p-value>0.1) for the other half of the sample period and 12.6% (p-value=0.002) for the whole period.

This means that the null hypothesis of zero correlation between the two variables is rejected at the 1%

significance level for the whole sample and its second half. Results are similar for the original version

of the BW index, where the null is also not rejected only for the period between July 1965 and August

1990. Thus, we can conclude that our Hypothesis 1 holds true - ex-post stock market mispricing,

measured by EPMSPX, and investor sentiment , measured by BW index, are positively correlated. This

supports our view that stock prices might be influenced by behavioral biases and shifts in the marginal

investor’s propensity to speculate. Driving prices away from fundamental value is also reflected in

the mispricing measure. However, we have made numerous assumptions when constructing it, which

affect its scientific value and the benefit of the conducted comparison. Most notably, we have assumed

constant expectations through time and perfect foresight of the future, which is clearly far from the

reality. Expectations vary and something that appeared to be irrational ex post, could have been

intact with the rational expectations model. Nevertheless, we find the discovered relationship to be

interesting and supportive for the behavioral finance field.

Index Time Period Correlation t-statistic p-value

BW orthogonalized
1965-07 to 1990-08 0.0915 1.5908 0.1127
1990-08 to 2015-09 0.4804 9.488 <0.001
1965-07 to 2015-09 0.1256 3.1042 0.002

BW not orthogonalized
1965-07 to 1990-08 0.0803 1.396 0.1638
1990-08 to 2015-09 0.4899 9.7321 <0.001
1965-07 to 2015-09 0.1364 3.3761 <0.001

Table 1: Correlation analysis of EPMSPX and BW index time series for the period between July 1965
and September 2015
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5.2 EPM in the cross-section of the S&P 500 proxy

As EPMSPX is calculated by taking the average EPM of all stocks with available data at time t, it

is worth analyzing the behavior of the measure in the cross section of SPX. To do so, we first rank

the companies by their EPMSPX at each t. We then take the top and bottom 10% of the stocks at

each t which are the most over- and undervalued. These deciles are then plotted in Figure 6 together

with EPMSPX. The common variation of the three lines is expected to a large extent. Even the most

undervalued stocks are relatively close to their fundamental value when EPMSPX is high. On the other

hand, extremely high praces appear to be rare when the majority of stocks are undervalued. In our

opinion this lines up with the notion of sentiment influencing the aggregate stock market but some

stocks more than others.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the EPM of SPX and the 10% of most over- and undervalued stocks each
month

We should note here that the spread between the ex-post mispricing of the top and bottom decile

should not be mistakenly calculated as the simple difference between EPMtop decile and EPMbottom decile.

EPM is a relative measure and a value of -0.9 for example indicates that the stock is at 10% of its

fundamental value and its price has to increase 10 times in order to be fairly valued and the company
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to have EPM of zero. When calculated the right way, as the relative difference between the top and

bottom decile, the spread shows a negative correlation of around 29% with EPMSPX. Therefore, it is

likely that extremely mispriced stocks in either decile behave differently and severe underpricing for

a handful of stocks is more common than severe overpricing for the top decile.

In this section we will briefly present some anecdotal evidence showing the strengths and weak-

nesses of the ex-post mispricing measure when used for individual companies. First, in Figure 7 we

see the EPM time series of Washington Post Co (now Graham Holdings Company) and Coca-Cola

Co. The dot in the graph indicates the point in time when Warren Buffett first invested in both com-

panies. Famous for his contrarian style of investing and his ability to see the true fundamental value

of a company, he appears to have bought the two stocks at a period when their EPM signaled that

they are underpriced. Moreover, considering the huge success that he has had with both investments

should support the presumed capabilities of the ex-post mispricing measure. It is interesting to note

that during January 1973 and January 1988, the dots on the graph, EPMSPX was at 0.51 and -0.06

respectively. Thus, the average company at both points in time was not significantly undervalued and

it is less likely the observation we have made to be due to chance.

In Figure 8 we have presented the ex-post mispricing measures for American Airlines and East-

man Kodak. Both companies filed for bankruptcy in November 2011 and January 2012 respectively.

However, at this point in time the stocks appeared to be undervalued based on their EPM. Both Amer-

ican Airlines and Kodak emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection but with different result.

Shareholders in the airline saw a raise from $0.20 to $13.50 between the bankruptcy filing and the

merger with US Airways in December 2013. On the other hand, when Kodak emerged all of its

outstanding shares were cancelled. It should be rather obvious that the first case is the exception to

the rule and such developments are rare. More importantly, we believe that the ex-post mispricing

measure’s success with American Airlines was a matter of luck. It is the second case which shows

the drawback of the measure to signal underpricing when prices drop dramatically, regardless of the

reason. Again, this is a function of the way EPM is built - using the average detrended price over the

whole sample as terminal value instead of putting more weight on the more recent prices. We will

address this issue in the next chapter where we compute the real-time mispricing measure.
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Figure 7: Two of Warren Buffett’s best investments and their ex-post mispricing measures
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Figure 8: Two companies that went bankrupt and their ex-post mispricing measures
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6 Analysis part II: Real-time mispricing measure

6.1 RTM for the S&P 500 proxy

In the second part of our analysis we will examine the real-time mispricing measure that we have

developed, its aggregate behavior in the form of RTMSPX (real-time mispricing measure of the S%P

500 proxy) and its ability to predict returns in the cross-section of SPX. The period covered is January

1965 to December 2016. Note here that SPX in this section refers to the new proxy, calculated in the

same manner but including data from the sample we use in the real-time analysis. EPMSPX is still

based on its corresponding dataset.

Figure 9 shows EPMSPX and RTMSPX and how they compare through the period we have overlap-

ping observations for. Considering the fact that RTM is entirely based on a 10-year window of data

up until each month t (i.e. as time progresses the window moves and always captures last 10 years

of data), and EPM is based on perfect foresight about the future, the similarity between the two time

series is impressive. They have a correlation of 33.09% (t-stat=8.7438, p-value<0.001), indicating

that both measures are related, regardless of the different ways they are built. Moreover, the real-time

mispricing measure appears to capture variations in EPM which might mean that part of the informa-

tion content of future prices can be deduced from historical data as well. Although very heroic, this

assumption will later be tested when we analyze the trading strategy returns.

EPMSPX fluctuates more compared to RTMSPX, the former having a standard deviation of 31.78%

and the latter 12.25%. We believe that there are two main reasons for that. First, RTM is based on a

rolling window of data and puts more weight on recent observations, hence reducing the discrepancy

between ex-post rational price and detrended price. Second, the sample we use to build RTMSPX

contains data for substantial number of companies, more than those used when computing EPMSPX.

Naturally, this should decrease the standard deviation of the measure, conditioning on the assumption

that the sample selection process have not introduced a sizable proportion of companies with strongly

varying RTM.

It is interesting to examine the relation between RTMSPX and S&P 500’s CAPE as we did for

the ex-post mispricing measure in the previous section. Figure 10 compares the two, both adjusted
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Figure 9: Comparison between the ex-post and real-time mispricing measure for SPX

to have mean zero and CAPE divided by 50 in order to have proportional scale to RTMSPX. We find

significant correlation between the variables of 45.65% (t-stat=12.797, p-value<0.001). Although this

is smaller than what we found in the previous section for EPMSPX, the difference is not big after we

account for the period of comparison. It is evident that RTMSPX and S&P 500’s CAPE have common

variation component, the source of which might be the overlapping information content of the 10-year

rolling window of price and earnings data used in each respective measure. In other words, historical

earnings and historical tend to reflect the economic condition of a company and usually move in

tandem. However, RTM and CAPE are built in a different way and the correlation could be a result

of something else.

In the analysis of the ex-post mispricing measure we found it to be positively correlated with

investor sentiment. As we discussed there, this can be at least partly due to the perfect foresight about

the future we assumed when computing EPM. We will now perform the same correlation analysis

but this time effectively removing that assumption by using the real-time mispricing measure that we

have developed. Figure 11 presents Baker and Wurgler’s orthogonalized index (values are divided by

10 in order to adjust the scale) and RTMSPX. The correlation between the two over the sample period

is above 45% as seen from Table 2. Moreover, it is stable, positive and significantly different from
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Figure 10: Comparison between the real-time mispricing measure of SPX and Shiller’s Cyclically
Adjusted Price-Earnings Ratio for the period between January 1965 and December 2016

zero for both halves of the period. It is also considerably higher than the one for the ex-post measure.

Thus, RTMSPX appears to capture a large extent of the variation in investor sentiment, or at least

reflects something that BW index represents, and it does it better than EPMSPX. Our findings support

Hypothesis 2 which states that RTMSPX and investor sentiment are positively correlated. Furthermore,

the results enourage us to examine further the capability of the mispricing measure to predict stock

returns and analyze if sentiment explains returns of a potentially profitable trading strategy.

Index Time Period Correlation t-statistic p-value

BW orthogonalized
1965-07 to 1990-08 0.4566 8.8896 <0.001
1990-08 to 2015-09 0.4448 8.6015 <0.001
1965-07 to 2015-09 0.4585 12.647 <0.001

BW not orthogonalized
1965-07 to 1990-08 0.4152 7.9054 <0.001
1990-08 to 2015-09 0.5335 10.924 <0.001
1965-07 to 2015-09 0.4486 12.306 <0.001

Table 2: Correlation analysis of RTMSPX and BW index time series for the period between July 1965
and September 2015
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Figure 11: Comparison between the real-time mispricing measure of SPX and Baker and Wurgler’s
sentiment index for the period July 1965 to September 2015

6.2 RTM in the cross-section of the S&P 500 proxy

Before we turn to the trading strategy, which involves buying the most undervalued and selling short

the most overvalued stocks based on their RTM at each month, it is worth exploring how the measure

behaves in the cross-section of our sample. We again separate the top and bottom 10% of companies

at each month and plot their average RTM compared to RTMSPX in Figure 12. The relative spread

between the two deciles is smaller than the one shown in 6. Hence, as we observed before, RTM

is likely to produce less dramatic values in the aggregate (SPX) and on both extremes. It is inter-

esting to note that the spread increases around 2007-2008 when the bottom decile detaches from the

common movement. This is also the period when the bottom 10% were the furthest away from their

fundamental values based on RTM.

We re-examine the cases of the four companies we introduced at the end of the last chapter. In

Figure 13 we show RTM of Washington Post Co and Coca-Cola Co. The former had a negative RTM

when Buffett first invested in it, while the latter had a positive one, suggesting that it was overvalued at

the time. For the companies in Figure 14, which both went bankrupt, the real-time mispricing measure

was negative at the time of filing for Chapter 11 protection. Although the signals RTM has given, ex
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Figure 12: Comparison of the RTM of SPX and the 10% of most over- and undervalued stocks each
month

post appear to be mixed, the measure seems to perform better for the bankrupt companies compared to

EPM. Mispricing of Kodak in January 2012 is estimated at around -0.25 which is significantly better

than the -0.99 produced by EPM (Figure 8). Similar is the case for American Airlines with values of

roughly -0.55 and -0.95 respectively. We remind again that RTM and EPM are relative measures and

-0.99, for example, should be translated as the most extreme underpricing possible. Finally, Kodak

was not even amongst the bottom 10% of companies based on RTM at the specified date, so we would

not have gotten a buy signal in our trading strategy. Similarly Coca-Cola Co was not in the top 10%

in January 1988 but also Washington Post Co was not in the bottom 10% in January 1983. On the

contrary, American Airlines was in the bottom decile in November 2011 and we would have included

it in our long portfolio. Whether this is a chance result or real-time mispricing measure can be used

in a trading strategy to obtain positive risk-adjusted returns, we will determine in the next section.
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Figure 13: Two of Warren Buffett’s best investments and their real-time mispricing measures
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6.3 Testing a trading strategy based on RTM

The ultimate test for the real-time mispricing measure is the investigation of its ability to predict

returns through the trading strategy that we have proposed. If RTM can really detect mispricing, and

we reasonably assume that this mispricing is corrected as time passes, then trading based on RTM

signals should be profitable. Thus, we have proposed that the bottom decile (the most undervalued)

should outperform the top decile (the most overvalued) of stocks and capturing the difference between

the two would give us a positive risk-adjusted return.

In Figure 15 we have plotted the value of a dollar invested in SPX, the top and bottom decile

(Deciles here contain also stocks already included in the respective portfolios in previous periods for

which the mispricing has not disappeared yet - see Methodology section for elaboration). The bottom

decile, or the undervalued stocks based on RTM, has appeciated more than SPX and the top decile.

This is consistent with what we expected. On the contrary, the top 10% of overvalued stocks have

increased in value as well, thus casting doubt on the capabilities of RTM to indicate which companies

are overpriced. From Table 3 we see that the short portfolio has an average return of 9.13%, almost

as much as the return of SPX (the aggregate market in our study). Moreover, the long-short portfolio

has a negative mean return after subtracting the risk-firee rate. Its volatility is lower than those of the

other portfolios but its Sharpe ratio is negative. The evidence presented so far seems to contradict

our initial hypothesis. However, we believe that further investigation is needed in order to detect the

potential source that causes the inconsistency.

Portfolio E[R] E[R]-risk-free rate Standard deviation Sharpe ratio

SPX 10.43% 5.59% 17.24% 0.324

Long 12.78% 7.93% 20.85% 0.380

Short 9.13% 4.28% 18.43% 0.232

Long-short 3.28% -1.57% 10.50% -0.149

Table 3: Analysis of the returns of SPX and portfolios part of the trading strategy. All measures are
annualized and the risk-free rate represents the One Month T-bill rate. Data for the risk free rate is
obtained from Kenneth French’s website 3
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Figure 15: Appreciation in value of SPX, top and bottom decile of stocks. Note here that the deciles
also contain stocks already included in the respective portfolios in previous periods for which the
mispricing has not disappeared yet.

One possible reason for the disappointing results is the specification of our trading strategy which

mandates holding each stock already included in a portfolio until its mispricing disappears. We men-

tioned earlier that this can contaminate the portfolios when there is high turnover of the stocks in

the deciles (i.e.the stocks which are above (below) the 10% (90%) cut-off line change frequently).

Furthermore, we might have to hold stocks which approached their fundamental value based on RTM

but did not reach it. Therefore, we look at the number of stocks in the long and short portfolios and

how they compare through time. From Figure 16 we see that both portfolios cointained more than

100 companies during the bigger part of the period examined. This supports our assumption since the

sample we use on average contains data for 600 stocks, thus ranking 60 stocks in the top and bottom

decile each month. The huge sizes of the portfolios that we observe may cause averaging out any

abnormal returns of separate stocks, especially after we consider the equally-weighted nature of our

strategy.

A potential solution to the problem we encountered could be to reduce the size of the portfolios
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Figure 16: Number of stocks in the long and short portfolios throughout the sample period

by increasing the cur-off point when ranking the stocks. Namely, we can replace the 10% we have

used so far with 2%, applying a more strict selection of mispriced companies each month based on

RTM. This will also test the relative strength of the measure and its consistency. Another solution that

we propose is to remove the trading rule of holding stocks which have already been included in the

portfolio in previous months. Instead, we will just rank the companies at time t, record their return

for t+1 and repeat the process each t. Therefore, making the return of the long (short) portfolio at t

being equal to the average return of stocks in the bottm (top) decile only at t-1.

The three resulting strategies and returns of their respective portfolios are compared in Table 4.

First, we notice that the spread between the mean return of the long and the short portfolios is higher

for strategies in comparison to the original one. This increase comes from both increase in the average

return of the long portfolios and decrease in the return of the short portfolios. Hence, according to our

assumptions, we have managed to improve the performance of RTM in these new trading strategies.

Although Sharpe ratios are not considerably high and the strategies don’t look very appealing, we find

it appropriate to analyze the risk associated with the returns further.

We first examine the market-risk adjusted excess returns of all considered strategies so far. Table
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Strategy Portfolio E[R] E[R]-Rf σ Sharpe ratio

SPX 10.43% 5.59% 17.24% 0.324

Original with 2% cut-off

Long 14.33% 9.49% 24.92% 0.381
Short 8.07% 3.23% 21.42% 0.151

Long-short 5.42% 0.58% 15.22% 0.038

Modified with 2% cut-off

Long 15.92% 11.08% 30.10% 0.368
Short 7.62% 2.77% 25.35% 0.109

Long-short 6.06% 1.21% 24.03% 0.050

Modified with 10% cut-off

Long 12.95% 8.10% 23.61% 0.343
Short 8.74% 3.89% 20.02% 0.194

Long-short 3.58% -1.26% 14.66% -0.086

Table 4: Analysis of the returns of SPX and portfolios part of alternative trading strategies. All
measures are annualized and the risk-free rate represents the One Month T-bill rate. Modified stands
for strategies with removed trading rule for holding stocks more than one month.

5 shows their respective α and βMKT obtained through a linear regression of the excess returns above

the risk-free rate over the excess returns of the market. Market return data is obtained from Kenneth

French’s website. 4 Long portfolios with 2% cut-off point (bottom 2% of stocks based on RTM)

appear to have significant market-risk adjusted excess returns at the 5% significance level. Moreover,

the long portfolio in the original strategy has positive annualized α of 2.5% which is significant on

the 10% level. Short portfolios consistently have negative α which is significant at the 10% level

for the Original with 2% cut-off and Modified with 10% cut-off strategies. Overall, this evidence

supports the capability of the real-time mispricing measure to separate over- from uderperformers,

especially when stocks with more extreme values of the measure are considered. However, we have

only adjusted for market risk and should also examine the returns after adjusting for the other two

factors in the Fama-French three-factor model.

In Table 6 we compare the excess returns adjusted for the market risk, size (SMB) and value

(HML) premium. We see that all long and short portfolios sustain their βMKT above one, but most

of them appear to have beta-loadings for the other two factors as well. Long portfolios seem to

be tilted toward small and value stocks with high B/M ratio. The evidence suggests that most of

their α found above can be explained by this tendency. Although Modified with 2% cut-off has a

4mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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Strategy Portfolio E[R] Monthly α Annualized α βMKT

SPX 10.43% 0.04% 0.46% 1.05

Original
Long 12.78% 0.21%* 2.49%* 1.18
Short 9.13% -0.09% -1.03% 1.14

Long-short 3.28% -0.11% -1.26% 0.05

Original with 2% cut-off

Long 14.33% 0.33%** 3.98%** 1.32
Short 8.07% -0.18%* -2.15%* 1.27

Long-short 5.42% 0.11% 1.32% 0.06

Modified with 2% cut-off

Long 15.92% 0.52%** 6.37%** 1.39
Short 7.62% -0.20% -2.32% 1.39

Long-short 6.06% 0.31% 3.83% 0.01

Modified with 10% cut-off

Long 12.95% 0.23% 2.75% 1.26
Short 8.74% -0.13%* -1.55%* 1.22

Long-short 3.58% -0.04% -0.50% 0.05

Table 5: Analysis of the excess returns of all considered trading strategies adjusted for market risk
based on CAPM. * indicates significance at the 10% level and ** at 5% level

positive α of around 3%, it is not statistically significant. Most certainly after accounting for trading

costs this α will disappear or at least become even less significant. Short portfolios, on the other

hand, have high exposure to growth companies with low B/M ratio. This means that the real-time

mispricing measure has a tendency to signal underpricing for value companies and overpricing for

growth companies. This could be simply because price fluctuations which are built in the RTM

measure itself. Or there could really exist a tendency growth stocks to be overpriced and value stocks

underpriced. This would align our logic and the empirical evidence presented in the literature review

of divergence of opinion regarding the dividend growth rate for young (growth) stocks which drives

their prices unreasonably high. Nevertheless, based on the results presented in this section, our real-

time mispricing measure and/or our trading strategies did not fulfil their intended purpose. Therefore,

we are to reject Hypothesis 3 stating that The real-time mispricing measure can be used to form a

profitable trading strategy.
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Strategy Portfolio E[R] α Annualized α βMKT βSMB βHML

SPX 10.43% -0.14% -1.70% 1.07 0.19 0.35

Original
Long 12.78% -0.09% -1.08% 1.16 0.54 0.50
Short 9.13% -0.09% -1.10% 1.13 0.06 -0.01

Long-short 3.28% -0.39%*** -4.63%*** 0.03 0.48 0.50

Original with 2% cut-off

Long 14.33% 0.05% 0.59% 1.22 0.80 0.37
Short 8.07% -0.09% -1.07% 1.19 0.16 -0.26

Long-short 5.42% -0.26%* -3.05%* 0.03 0.64 0.62

Modified with 2% cut-off

Long 15.92% 0.24% 2.94% 1.27 0.86 0.35
Short 7.62% 0.02% 0.26% 1.27 0.15 -0.53

Long-short 6.06% -0.18% -2.09% 0.01 0.71 0.88

Modified with 10% cut-off

Long 12.95% -0.10% -1.18% 1.21 0.67 0.52
Short 8.74% -0.05% -0.64% 1.16 0.11 -0.20

Long-short 3.58% -0.44%*** -5.17%*** 0.05 0.56 0.72

Table 6: Analysis of the excess returns of all considered trading strategies adjusted for Fama-French
3 factors. * indicates significance at the 10% level and *** at 1% level
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7 Conclusion

We have argued that stock prices sometimes deviate from their fundamental value and this deviation

can be attributed, at least partly, to behavioral biases of the marginal investor. These aggregate biases

and their effect vary through time and are usually quantified in the literature by investor sentiment

proxies. The stock mispricing can not be measured definitively but ex post can be approximated by

using the framework in Shiller (1980).

The ex-post mispricing measure that we have built based on this paper seems to accurately reflect

the historic periods of stock market bubbles and crashes. Therefore approving its credibility in mea-

suring mispricing and our approach for constructing it. Moreover, it moves closely together with the

Cyclically Adjusted Price-Earnings Ratio (CAPE) of the market - a famous measure used for gauging

mispricing. We also find statistically significant positive correlation between our ex-post mispricing

measure for the market (EPMSPX) and Baker and Wurgler’s (BW) sentiment index. This correlation

has been stronger in the last 25 years, reaching more than 48%. Thus, showing that mispricing and

the aggregate propensity to speculate may be linked. Yet, EPM is found to behave inappropriately in

some cases such as dramatic price decreases, when the measure almost always signals underpricing.

This, and its built-in perfect foresight about the future make it a less valuable measure for mispricing.

We adapt EPM to a real-time mispricing measure (RTM) which is computed based on a rolling

window of the most recent 10 years of price data. Both measures, when calculated from the respective

S&P 500 proxy data, appear to move in tandem. RTM shows lower correlation with CAPE but signifi-

cantly higher and more stable correlation with BW index over the whole sample period. Furthermore,

RTM overcomes some of EPM’s drawbacks and doesn’t indicate unreasonably severe underpricing

when prices plummet. When testing its ability to predict returns, we find that a portfolio of under-

priced (overpriced) stocks based on RTM provides higher (lower) return than the market. Excess

market-risk adjusted returns of the underpriced portfolio are found to be significant, but after control-

ling for size and value premium they disappear or become not statistically significant. We observe

that underpriced stocks based on RTM tend to be small value stocks, while overpriced are growth

stocks. Adjusting the methodology of constructing the real-time mispricing measure or the trading

strategies considered can potentially result in better results and thus more conclusive interpretation of
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the link between stock mispricing and investor sentiment. This can be considered as area for further

research.
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